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Home Theater Surround Sound
Speaker Cable Options
American Industries has several options to make your Home Theater dreams come
true. We can do everything from surround sound speaker wiring to installing several
complete system options as well. There are no two Home Theater installations that
are identical. Some homeowners are quite satisfied with a surround sound setup
utilizing hidden in-wall speakers. Some people want a complete theater built in their
home, which mimics the audio and sound found in their local movie houses.
So the equipment and installation will vary depending on the degree of technical
capability one requires in their Home Theater system. All we want to do here is to
show you some options for Home Theater, speakers, speaker cable, and equipment
racking.
The first thing you will have to do is to choose the type of speaker cables you want.

Fully Designed and Approved for In-Wall Use
For most cables, the higher the class number, the better the cable. Most cities in the
U.S. require in-wall cable to be Class 2, at minimum, to meet electrical codes. All the
cable on this page is fully UL Class 3 rated for maximum protection. If a cable isn't
UL rated, it should only be used in outside walls.

Standard 16-Gauge Surround Sound Speaker Cable

Monster™ THX Certified 14-Gauge
Surround Sound Speaker Cable
THX-Certified for Truly Professional Performance
The two-conductor versions (#8519C and #8525C) have the additional benefit of
being THX certified. This extraordinarily hard-to-achieve certification assures that
the cables transfer dialogue, music and sound effects exactly as the film's sound
editors intended. Cable #8525C is THX-certified for cable runs up to 30 ft. for front
speakers and 60 ft. for surrounds. Cable #8519C is THX-certified for cable runs up
to 24 ft. for front speakers and 48 ft. for surrounds.

Monster™ Powerline™ THX Certified
14-Gauge Speaker Cable
Made by Monster Cable, this cable is THX-Ultra certified by the engineers at
Lucasfilms™ Skywalker Ranch to transfer signals and reproduce sound exactly as
movie sound editors intended.
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